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Exercises and Activities 
 
The Gif Game  
 
A warm up game to get imaginations working, by recreating gif-like a repeating movement. 
 

- Choose a theme. (Eg Disney films, Horror Movies, song titles) 
- Everyone gets a minute to create a repeating movement, they can use props they 

have around them at home (you can play background music whilst they prepare 
their gif to set a bit more atmosphere). 

- Everyone performs their gif at the same time.  
- You can then work around the group guessing what each person has created. 
- If you’re not doing it live/on zoom people could make their own gif/photo/video to 

upload on a shared page or send to the group.  
 
Icebreakers 
 
It’s often useful to start off a session, particularly where new people are meeting for the 
first time, with an icebreaker question.  
 

- This tool randomly generates a question for different types of groups from the 
serious to the silly: https://icebreaker.range.co/  

 
Scavenger Hunt 
  
An exercise for improvisations and storytelling. As well as giving the opportunity to find 
creativity in your own space: 
 

- Ask for the group to find particular objects around them eg Something Shiny, 
Something Fluffy. 

https://icebreaker.range.co/


- Participants make up a story about their objects or those of other in the group. This 
could be done with very quick improvisations, or give them time to develop further. 

- Flexible about how indepth you can go. Eg Smaller groups could be made to go into 
breakout rooms and develop much further.  

 
Another take on this might involve visualising the character of an object: eg Asking what 
kind of a person would this pencil be? Creating a world and story around seemingly very 
simple objects. 
 
Writing Tasks 
 
Middle Child theatre company based in Hull, have shared some really useful writing 
exercises they do with their writers’ groups for others to use. The first 3 workshops are 
shared below:  
 

1. Voice 
2. Character & Monologue 
3. Dialogue & Scenes 

 
Airplane Game 
 
A movement exercise that could be adapted for zoom.  
 

- In their own space (or screen!) participants are asked to imagine that a tiny airplane 
has landed on them. 

- Where does it land? How do you feel? Is it surprising? Exciting? Annoying? 
- Where does it move to on your body next? How does it move? 
- This could be adapted from a warm up activity to simple performance over zoom. 
- People could turn off their camera so you can only see certain people at a time.  
- Spotlight Video could be used to highlight performer, as the plane ‘is passed’ from 

person to person.  
- Play with depth on the screen, tempo of movement, sound etc. 

 
 
Discussion Points 
 
Tips from a parent/participant: 
 

- Music on as people arrive can help set a more relaxed atmosphere & avoid the 
awkwardness while you wait for everyone to join the group. 

- Process of arrival/check-in takes longer than it would normally in person. Give 
yourself time for this. 

- Breakout rooms - have worked best when it’s come later in the meeting giving you 
time to get into the session. Having 3+ people worked better, pairs were a bit 
intimidating when you don’t know who you are working with.  

- If you’re leading a session and visiting breakout rooms, warn people that you’ll do 
this, as it can be a shock when someone just appears in the room. 

https://www.middlechildtheatre.co.uk/2020/03/25/playwriting-with-tom-wells-1-voice/
-%09https:/www.middlechildtheatre.co.uk/2020/04/01/playwriting-with-tom-wells-2-character-and-monologue
-%09https:/www.middlechildtheatre.co.uk/2020/04/08/playwriting-with-tom-wells-3-dialogue-and-scenes


- Longer meetings – don’t forget to add a loo break! 
- Sometimes feels like it’s easier for certain people to dominate a conversation – It 

may work well to frame questions in a certain way to alleviate this. Another option 
might be to hold the conversation on chat. Play music in the background and ask 
people to share their thoughts and add points into the chat. This has worked 
particularly well in feedback/evaluation processes.  

 
Voice Work: 
 

- Attendees all felt that vocal exercises or breath work had been very difficult to 
manage over zoom – and they were all keen to find any good examples. 

- Those who had participated found a few options to do things in your own time 
- REQUEST FOR INPUT! If you have any good examples of voice work you’ve tried 

remotely please send them to YTAS and we’ll share them. Email 
Catherine@ytas.org.uk with anything you’d like to share. 
 

 
Good examples of online performance: 
 

- Creation Theatre – Have a number of live and recorded online performance as well 
as running  online workshops for young people. 

- Love Letters at Home 
 
When you’re stuck on moving things online… 
 
If you feel that something you want to do online just isn’t adaptable, try looking at the task 
from a different perspective.  

- Ask yourself what it is that you are trying to do, look at the core principles and find 
common ground. 

- Open up thinking, consider what it does do rather than what it can’t do. How do you 
use a platform to fit your needs, what can it offer you that would normally be 
possible?  
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